Patterns of dust aerosol variation over China are analyzed using A-Train CALIOP and precipitation, soil moisture, and vegetation coverage datasets during the period of 2007 and 2014. Spatially, dust is mostly prominent over northwestern China, with the highest and most widespread dust activities being in Taklimakan Desert. Dust is generally distributed across the atmosphere up to 5 km altitude, with a peak of DAFOD around 3 km. The dust layer has a significant geographical and seasonal drifting, with higher altitude in spring and summer and dust source regions (between 3 km and 5 km). Additionally, single dust layer is more often observed in a vertical column. Temporally, high amounts of dust aerosol (C-DAFOD as high as 0.08) experienced in spring subsequently continuous decrease until the spring of next year. The correlation coefficients between the latitude averaged column integrated dust aerosol feature optical depth (C-DAFOD) and precipitation, soil moisture, and vegetation coverage are \(-0.65\), \(-0.81\), and \(-0.77\), respectively. The correlation coefficients of seasonal mean C-DAFOD with the three factors are \(-0.15\), \(-0.67\), and \(-0.35\), respectively. The analysis showed dust and the other three factors are negatively correlated. Overall, dust over China shows considerable spatial, temporal, and vertical variations.

1. Introduction

Airborne dust is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in the radiative forcing and plays key roles in global climate change because of its complex direct and indirect effects on the state of atmosphere and underlying surfaces [1–5]. It has been identified that dust aerosols influences directly the energy budget and alters the cloud processes [6, 7]. Furthermore, dust aerosol can also significantly affect the precipitation redistribution, reduce atmospheric visibility, and have adverse health effects [8–12]. Considering the severe impacts caused by dust aerosol, understanding its variation characteristics on earth, especially in regions with higher concentration of them, becomes increasingly essential for various scientific fields, such as climate change, hydrological cycle, ocean biogeochemistry, and air quality.

Use of satellite observations is the most efficient way to monitor aerosols on regional or even global scales [13]. Among the many satellite measurements, radiance from passive instruments [14–19], such as Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR), and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), has been exclusively used in acquiring dust variation characteristics over the past decade. Prospero et al. (2002) using Aerosol Index (AI) derived from TOMS reported that the largest and most persistent sources of dust are mainly concentrated in the Northern Hemisphere [20]. Darmenova et al. (2005) investigated the characteristics of spring dust outbreaks over East Asia by combining TMOS and MODIS observations [21]. Li et al. (2009) successfully isolated the dust source regions in the spatial domain from 45°S to 45°N and 180°W to 180°E by using a long-term TMOS and OMI AI data records [22]. Ginoux et al. (2012) presented a global-scale map of dust sources based on MODIS estimates of aerosol optical depth in conjunction with auxiliary datasets [23]. Ge et al. (2014) investigated the variation patterns of dust in Taklimakan Desert of China using the aerosol optical depth and Ångström exponent retrieved from MISR [24]. Xu et al. (2015) present a detailed analysis of the spatiotemporal variability in dust observed over northern China by combining OMI and MODIS satellite instruments observations...
[25]. However, due to the lack of ability in acquisition of aerosol vertical structure, above-mentioned passive sensors can only provide the column integral information of aerosols in horizontal. Recently, with the launch of CALIPSO satellite in April 2006, radiance data collected by the active sensor of Cloud Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) became available [26]. Compared with passive sensors, it can obtain profile of clouds and aerosols in high resolution, providing us with an unparalleled chance to study them in a three-dimensional perspective. For instance, by using CALIOP observations, Huang et al. [27] found that Asian dust occasionally extended as high as 9 km in altitude. Uno et al. [28] and Yang et al. [29] investigated the spatial and vertical distribution of airborne dust during its long-range transport based on aerosol profiles retrieved from CALIOP. A recent research performed by Huang et al. [30] examined the most probable heights of global cloud and aerosol layers through CALIOP.

China, located in East Asia, on the west coast of the Pacific Ocean, is the largest developing country in the world, comprising about 6.7% and 22% of the world’s total land area and human population, respectively. From west to east across China, abundant dust activities occur annually over the arid and semi-arid areas [31–34]. Due to dramatic increases in large scale farming and urbanization over past decades [35], China has gained a lot of attention and is considered as one of the major Asian dust sources. In our study reported herein, dust aerosol over China is investigated based on the A-Train (from Afternoon Train) CALIOP instrument during the period from 2007 to 2014. The aim of this investigation is to capture its variation patterns over China in last decade. The results of this study are useful to understand regional aerosol characteristic and compare aerosol climate models. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the dataset used in this study; a detailed analysis of dust aerosol over China is conducted in Section 3; at last, the conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Data

2.1. CALIOP Instrument. The CALIOP is a space-based lidar on board the CALIPSO platform launched in April 2006, which is designed to perform the measurements of the vertical structure of clouds and aerosols [26]. As a part of the A-Train constellation of satellites, CALIPSO follows the same ground track to other A-Train sensors and intends to complement current measurements and improves our understanding of weather and climate. CALIOP is a 3-degree off-nadir sensor (orbit period is 16 days) which transmits and receives backscattered light at two laser wavelengths of 532 nm (two polarization channels measure the degree of linear depolarization of the return signal) and 1064 nm (one channel measuring the total return signal) with a resolution of 333 m in the horizontal and 30 m in the vertical. By the joint use of these measuring signals, the vertical distribution of aerosols and clouds along with their microphysical and optical properties are simultaneously retrieved. With nearly ten years of data coverage, the CALIOP observations provide us with a valuable chance to study the variability of global aerosols.

2.2. CALIOP Level-2 Aerosol Layer Product. The CALIOP aerosol layer product (level-2) basically contains two tightly coupled data types. The first one is a set of column properties, which describe the temporal and spatial location of the vertical column atmosphere being sampled, such as the latitude and longitude. For each set of column properties, there is an associated set of layer properties, which specify the physical and optical characteristics of each detected feature, such as the layer altitude and aerosol type. The horizontal resolution of a single level-2 aerosol layer profile is 5 km, and a maximum of 8 layers is populated in the profile vertically. The level-2 aerosol layer processing algorithms generally include the following steps [36–38]: firstly, the features (i.e., clouds, aerosols, and surface) are detected through the layer detection algorithm; then, the layer optical properties (i.e., mean values of the 532 nm and 1064 nm attenuated backscatter and attenuated total color ratio) and some other physical properties (i.e., top and base heights, latitude, and longitude) are computed for each detected layer; at last, each atmospheric aerosol feature (i.e., subtype, column, or layer aerosol optical depth) is acquired after the Cloud Aerosol Discrimination (CAD). More information on CALIOP and its aerosol products is given in Atmospheric Science Data Center website (ASDC, http://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/).

2.3. Data Preprocessing. The main datasets used for this study are the CAD score, Feature Classification Flag (FCF), and aerosol feature optical depth (AFOC) at 532 nm from the CALIOP level-2 aerosol layer product (Version 3) during the period from January 2007 to December 2014. In order to obtain high quality data and results, three steps of data screening are applied to the layer product: firstly, the daytime data are removed from the whole dataset. This is because noise from sunlight greatly interferes with its ability to accurately identify and retrieval aerosols. Then, a strict CAD score between −100 and −70 is used to further screen the result of erroneous layer detection triggered by noise [30], such as the lower aerosol layers contaminated by signals from the near surface. The CAD score is an integer value ranging from −100 to 100 that calculated from a multidimensional probability density function based approach to separating cloud from aerosol (negative value for aerosol and positive value for cloud). The absolute value of the CAD score represents the confidence level of cloud and aerosol discrimination: the larger the magnitude of the CAD score, the higher the confidence of the discrimination. Moreover, if a detected layer is flagged as aerosol, the aerosol subtype of this layer is then further classified into six categories, including clean marine, clean continental, polluted continental, desert dust (represents the elevated pure mineral soil), smoke, and polluted dust (represents the mixture of dust with any other kinds of aerosol), according to its attributes [39] and the result of that is recorded in the FCF dataset within the level-2 aerosol layer product. Therefore, in the selected layer data, the aerosol subtype from FCF dataset identified as desert dust (subtype code equals 2; the polluted dust layer is excluded in our
study to reduce the contamination of other types of aerosol in the dust) is included in the final selection. As evaluated by Burton et al. (2013) [40], more than 80% of the CALIOP detected desert dust aerosol layers are basically correct and consistent with the results derived from the airborne High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL-1) experiment conducted by NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC).

After the critical data screening, the AFOD of Dust (DAFOD) along with its column integrated value (C-DAFOD), calculated by adding all the detected dust aerosol feature optical depth within a single profile are used as the main indicators to demonstrate and analyze the vertical and spatiotemporal variation patterns of dust over China. The comparison between CALIOP level-2 aerosol optical depth and the result of that derived from MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and ground-based sun-photometer is quite well as in the ASDC website and Zong et al. (2015) [41]. Prior to the analysis, each of the C-DAFOD and DAFOD are projected to an individual uniform grid. Since CALIOP is a nadir only sensor with a 16-day repeat cycle, a 1.5 by 1.0 degrees uniform grid is used to reveal the spatial distribution patterns of C-DAFOD (there will be many gaps in the projected map, if we use a finer resolution grid). The vertical interval for the DAFOD grid is 500 m. The monthly, seasonal, and multiyear averaged C-DAFOD and DAFOD data used in this study are calculated from daily measurements by dividing the total value of each of them per grid cell and time interval by the total number of satellite observation days instead of dust detected days to avoid the emergence of the abnormal hot-spot values.

2.4. Auxiliary Data. The monthly mean soil moisture height (SMH) and observed monthly total precipitation (MTP) dataset over China together with the monthly mean Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) are investigated in this research because their changes are critical for analyzing variations in airborne dust. Specifically, the monthly mean soil moisture height (unit: mm) dataset (Version 7) is calculated from the US Climate Prediction Center (CPC) [42], while the monthly total precipitation (unit: mm) dataset (Version 2) is produced from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) based on 67200 worldwide ground-based stations [43]. The NDVI dataset (MYD13C2 Version 005) derived from MODIS observations has been extensively used as an indicator of vegetation activity [44]. Its value is calculated from atmospherically corrected reflectance in the red- and near-infrared bands. Generally, for surfaces covered with dense vegetation, the NDVI tends to have values close to 1.0. However, for surfaces with little vegetation cover or no vegetation cover, the NDVI values tend to be low or even negative. The spatial resolutions of the used MSH, MTP, and NDVI are 0.5° by 0.5°, 1.0° by 1.0°, and 0.05° by 0.05°, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Spatial Distribution. To understand the spatial variability in dust observed over China, we divided all the detected dust profiles into three categories depending on the daily value of C-DAFOD: heavy dust loading (or dust storm) event (C-DAFOD greater than 1.0), high dust loading event (C-DAFOD between 0.5 and 1.0), and light (or moderate) dust loading event (C-DAFOD between 0 and 0.5).

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution maps (1.5 by 1.0 degrees) of the 8-year total number of dust occurrence days over China for above three different categories. As evidently presented in Figure 1, dust events over China tend to be lower in the south and east regions than those observed in the north and west regions. More specifically, it is obvious to see that all the heavy (or dust storm) (Figure 1(a)), high (Figure 1(b)), and light (or moderate) (Figure 1(c)) dust loading events mostly occur in northwestern China, with the highest occurrence regions being generally defined at the Taklimakan Desert of southern Xinjiang province. In Figure 1(a), heavy dust loading days in the Taklimakan Desert are significantly greater than those observed over any other regions of China, revealing that this area is the most intense dusty region in China. Actually, Taklimakan Desert is a basin structure (known as Tarim Basin) with highlands on three sides (the Mongolian Plateau to the north, the Pamir Plateau to the west, and the Tibetan Plateau to the south), which tend to produce favorable conditions for dust outbreak [34, 45] and make Taklimakan Desert one of the largest global sources of atmospheric dust. Figure 1(b) shows that the coverage of the high dust loading event is larger than heavy dust loading event and a long belt of high dust occurrence region starting westward from the Taklimakan Desert in southern Xinjiang province, passing through the Qinghai, Gansu, Ningxia, Neimenggu, Shanxi, and Shaanxi provinces, and reaching to the eastern coastal areas such as the capital surrounding (e.g., Hebei, Henan, and Shandong) and low-latitude Yangtze River (e.g., Jiangsu and Anhui) areas were detected. This long dusty belt in fact depicts the major dust-affected regions in China and is basically consistent with the most prevailing dust transport path of China (the red dashed line depicted in Figure 1) reported by Shao et al. (2006) [46]. In Figure 1(c), it is evidently seen by comparing Figures 1(a) and 1(b) that the occurrence of light and moderate dust loading activities over China are significantly higher than that of the high and heavy dust loading activities. Moreover, it can be easily identified that light and moderate dust loading activities can be frequently observed over nearly all the areas of China, demonstrating that China is a country polluted widely by airborne dust. Another remarkable point acquired from Figure 1 is that the lowest dust occurrence region is mainly presented in the remote northeast and southwest part of China, where all the three kinds of dust events are rarely observed.

Figures 2(a)–2(d) show the 8-year averaged spatial distribution of the C-DAFOD (Figure 2(a)), MTP (Figure 2(b)), SMH (Figure 2(c)), and NDVI (Figure 2(d)) over China. As shown in these figures, high C-DAFOD areas generally correspond to regions with low MTP, SMH, and NDVI values. Specifically, the multiyear averaged C-DAFOD values observed over southeastern China are generally below 0.003, whereas the multiyear averaged MTP, SMH, and NDVI values in these areas are as high as 200 mm, 600 mm, and 0.8, respectively. However, the multiyear averaged C-DAFOD
values observed over northwestern China are nearly more than ten times higher than those observed over southeastern China, whereas the multiyear averaged MTP, SMH, and NDVI values in northwestern China are significantly lower than those of the southeastern China. Moreover, as shown in Figure 2(e), the MTP, SMH, and NDVI exhibit a reverse spatial variation pattern compared with the variation in dust aerosol from west to east across China. The C-DAFOD shows a negative variation from west to east, while the opposite behaviors are obtained from the other three parameters. The correlation coefficients between the latitude averaged C-DAFOD and the MTP, SMH, and NDVI are $-0.65$, $-0.81$, and $-0.77$, respectively. These observed results along with the spatial distribution maps of the four factors reveal that the spatial pattern of dust over China is negatively linked to precipitation and soil moisture as well as vegetation coverage. In fact, far from the Pacific Ocean, northwestern China has significantly lower moisture than the average in China. This lack of moisture leads to an extreme lack of precipitation, dry soil, and reduced plant life; thus, many areas become large deserts and provide abundant loose particles for dust emission. However, closer to the Pacific Ocean, moisture from the ocean provides more precipitation to southeastern than to northwestern China. This helps to enhance soil moisture, vitalize the vegetation, and prevent soil erosion. Consequently, more dust events are detected over the northwest instead of the southeast part of China. The expected opposite behavior of dust presence and the other three parameters in Figure 2 also support the reliability of used satellite based data.

3.2. Temporal Variation. In this section, the temporal variability in dust over China is analyzed. Figure 3 summarizes the seasonal mean maps of the C-DAFOD over China. Overall, China experiences higher amounts of dust in spring and lower amounts of that in the other seasons. In winter (December, January, and February), the C-DAFOD values over China are generally low except for the long dusty belt regions. Under the influences of spring cyclonic activities and cold surges that emerge from Siberia [46–48], high C-DAFOD values begin to disperse from the dusty belt to
most of the northern as well as the eastern coastal areas of China, especially in the Taklimakan Desert region of southern Sinkiang province. From summer onward, the C-DAFOD continuously decreases until the spring of next year, with the most distinct reduction detected over eastern and southern China. To further understand the temporal variation features of dust over China, the intra-annual variability in the C-DAFOD along with the MTP, SMH, and NDVI values is analyzed based on the multiyear monthly averaged observations.

Figure 2: Spatial distribution maps of the multiyear (2007–2014) averaged (a) C-DAFOD, (b) MTP, (c) SMH, and (d) NDVI over China. (e) Longitudinal variation of the latitude averaged values for the previous four maps.
Figure 3: Seasonal mean spatial distribution maps of the C-DAFOD over China from 2007 to 2014. (a) Winter, (b) spring, (c) summer, and (d) autumn.

As shown in Figure 4, the C-DAFOD values lie in a wide range (as low as 0.002 up to 0.008 in certain cases), with a mean of $0.0043 \pm 0.002$. More specifically, distinct maximum C-DAFOD values were systematically observed in spring, with the highest value in April (not shown). Then, the dust aerosol weakens rapidly in summer. Subsequently, the C-DAFOD values are stabilized in a low level over the next two seasons. Despite the significant intra-annual variability, the trend in C-DAFOD values in the examined period is absent (the linear fit is $Y_{C\text{-}DAFOD} = -3.1e^{-8} \times X_{\text{year}} + 0.08$). Such a negligible trend demonstrates that the amounts of dust aerosol over China, as a matter of fact, have little changes during the past few years.

The MTP and NDVI time series display a generally consistent temporal variation pattern, with maximum in summer when the Asian monsoon transports large amounts of water vapor to China. The increasing precipitation and vegetation in summer may clean the suspended airborne dust, conserve the water and soil, and also reduce the wind speed, which in turn lead to a sharp declined dust outbreak. The peak SMH values are observed mainly in the time period of autumn which is about three months later to that observed for MTP and NDVI. The correlation coefficients between the seasonal mean C-DAFOD and the MTP, SMH, and NDVI are $-0.15$, $-0.67$, and $-0.35$, respectively, which suggests that the C-DAFOD time series is negatively correlated with the MTP and NDVI as well as the SMH. Moreover, the spatial (as shown in Section 3.1) and temporal variations highly consistent between C-DAFOD and SMH imply that soil moisture may be the most direct governor to the occurrence of dust among the discussed three factors.

4. Vertical Profile

Figure 5 presents the multiyear averaged DAFOD profile over China during the period from 2007 to 2014 and several interesting points can be clearly identified from it. As shown in Figure 5(a), the dust layers are usually distributed across the atmosphere up to 5 km. Larger DAFOD layers are primarily at the altitudes of 1.5 km to 4.5 km, with 95% of the column integrated DAFOD being observed in this interval. In particular, the maximum DAFOD layer is at around 3 km.
Another remarkable point acquired from Figure 5 is that there is a significant seasonal drifting of the position of dust layer over China. As shown in Figure 5(b), larger DAFOD values appear near the altitude of 2.5 km in spring when dust occurs most frequently in China. Additionally, in that season, dust layers have a larger vertical coverage and can reach up to as high as 6 km in altitude, which is consistent with the result reported by Huang et al. (2007) [49]. In summer, the maximum DAFOD layers are generally observed at 3 km, but the values of those have significantly decreased. From autumn to winter, when the dust generation and lofting are less active over China, dust layers are basically distributed below 3 km and exhibit a smaller geometrical layer thickness. Ge et al. (2014) [24] also found that the dust layers in spring and summer are much higher than the other two seasons in northwestern China. The maximum DAFOD layer altitudes generally decreased in order of summer, spring, autumn, and winter, as the quadrangle line depicted in Figure 5(b).

Actually, massive coarse and large dust particles generated in spring are mostly suspended in the lower atmosphere. Along with the atmospheric transport, the fine dust particles can extend to a higher altitude in summer. During autumn and winter, under the influence of gravitational settling or some other atmospheric activities, such as the convective motion, dust aerosol is generally located at the boundary layer. In general, the seasonal variation of the dust layer altitude is not identical with that observed for intensity (C-DAFOD).

To discern changes in dust properties during transport, we examine dust behavior in the two regions. The first one is located within the Taklimakan dust source area (DS, from 36.5°S to 40.5°N and 79.5°W to 83.5°E), where the most widespread heavy dust activities are observed. The second one is far away from the source in the capital surrounding area of eastern China (CS, from 33.5°S to 37.5°N and 114°W to 118°E), where the airborne dust originated from northwest part is frequently transported to this area. As shown in Figure 5(c), the vertical distribution of dust layers over the two selected regions is not identical. In the DS region, most of the airborne dust is between 1.5 km and 5 km altitude, with the peak DAFOD value around 3 km. This elevated dust distribution is a typical result of the source area. However, in the CS region, airborne dust is rarely found above 4 km, and the peak DAFOD layer is suspended in the altitude of 1.5 km, which is obviously lower than the value observed over the DS region. This change in the vertical distribution implies that the meteorological conditions in region CS are different from those of the DS region. Moreover, gravitational settling also plays a key role in the vertical distribution of dust during its transport.

Many of the previous studies make an assumption of single layer structure in their dust retrieval algorithms [50, 51]. However, it is unclear whether the assumption is reasonable or not. Figure 6 presents the percentage of vertical column total dust layer numbers found in each of the CALIOP profiles over China during the period from 2007 to 2014. For convenience, the vertical column total dust layer numbers were classified as three categories: aerosol layers = 1, aerosol layers = 2, and aerosol layers ≥ 3. It has been noticed that single layer is the most dominant part in the examined dust profiles. More than 50% of the total profiles are featured as single dust layer structure. The percentage for two dust layers that coexists in a vertical column is still as high as 30%. Compared to single and two-layer structures, the proportions for three (or more) coexisting dust layers are insignificant, only about 10%. This result suggests that the assumption of single layer structure in the dust retrieval algorithms is generally correct. However, two layers coexisting condition also should be considered in the dust model, which will greatly benefit the retrievals.

5. Conclusion

A better understanding of the regional spatial and vertical distributions of aerosol is particularly useful not only for improving the accuracy of satellite aerosol retrievals but also for monitoring aerosol transport and comparing climate
models. In this work, variability in dust over China is analyzed using CALIOP lidar instrument. The main conclusions drawn from the analysis can be summarized as follows:

(1) The spatial distribution of dust aerosol over China typically has geographical features. In general, the amounts of dust aerosol are relatively higher in the north than in the south areas of China, and airborne dust concentrations over China also tend to be lower in the east regions than in the west regions. The largest aerosol loading center is located in Taklimakan Desert, where frequent dust activities are observed. Moreover, the spatial distribution of airborne dust is opposite to the distribution of precipitation, soil moisture, and vegetation coverage, which implies that these three factors are essential to the spatial pattern of dust over China.

(2) The whole China territory experienced higher amounts of dust in spring (with highest in April) and lower amounts of that in the other seasons. The multiyear time series of airborne dust reveals that dust aerosol over China has little changes during the past ten years. In addition, the temporal variation of airborne dust over China is observed negatively correlated with precipitation, soil moisture, and
vegetation coverage. Furthermore, higher negative correlation between soil moisture and dust aerosol suggests that soil moisture may more directly be linked to dust activity.

(3) Airborne dust over China is mostly distributed across the atmosphere up to 5 km, with the peak dust loading layers are observed at the altitudes around 3 km. Moreover, the altitude of dust layer is higher in spring and summer and also in the dust source areas. This layer drafting phenomenon is associated with atmospheric transport, gravitational settling, and some other factors. Besides, it has also been noted that dust over China primarily exist in the form of single layer structure.
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